Veterans Affairs Multicenter Low Vision Enhancement System (LVES) study: clinical results. Report 1: effects of manual-focus LVES on visual acuity and contrast sensitivity.
The Department of Veterans Affairs LVES Study is a multicenter study to determine the effectiveness of the Low Vision Enhancement System (LVES) as a visual rehabilitation device. The purpose of this study was to explore the efficacy of the Beta 1 manual-focus LVES for improving visual acuity and contrast sensitivity. Patients whose visual acuity was 20/80 or worse in the better eye from any disease, who did not have significant visual field loss, who had previous low vision experience and were capable of working with the LVES were enrolled in a comprehensive prospective multicenter clinical evaluation. Initially, corrected spectacle visual acuities were measured using a standardized ETDRS chart. Contrast sensitivities were also measured with spectacle correction using a standardized Peli-Robson chart. These results were then compared to the acuities and contrast sensitivity obtained with the LVES at optimal magnification. Also, visual acuities were measured using an Eschenbach 3x spectacle-mounted binocular telescope, then compared to the acuities obtained using the LVES set at the lowest magnification (3x). All patients who completed the study demonstrated an improvement in visual acuity, with a median improvement of six lines of Snellen equivalent acuity using the LVES. Improvement in visual acuity was the same in both ARMD and non-ARMD causes of vision loss. Mean contrast sensitivity improved in 52 of 58 patients tested, with a mean improvement of 0.49 log units. The LVES significantly improves both visual acuity and contrast sensitivity in visually impaired patients who fall within the study criteria. Up to 10-fold improvement in visual acuity and up to 1.80 log units improvement in contrast sensitivity were noted in the study group when the LVES was used.